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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Dysfunctional telomeres are critical for human health. They can be identifi ed by their 
length, prevalence of telomeric variant repeats and frequency of damage localised to the telomeres, 
marked by the presence of -H2AX. Material and Methods: Using the metaphase Telomere dysfunction-
Induced Foci (mTIF) assay, this study investigated the presence of TCAGGG, a telomeric variant repeat, 
and its association with the canonical repeat (TTAGGG) in a human cancer cell line (HT1080) and a 
normal cell strain (MRC-5) overtime (120 days). Results: Due to cell growth arrest that accompanies 
cellular senescence, MRC-5 late population doublings (PD) show particularly short telomere length (TL) 
when compared to HT1080 in any stage and to MRC-5 early PD. Cancer cells displayed higher levels of 
TCAGGG, both alone and colocalised to the canonical repeat. HT1080 and MRC-5 late PD cells showed 
increased levels of -H2AX colocalised to the canonical, to the variant repeat, and to both canonical 
and variant combined, when compared to MRC-5 early PD. Conclusion: This pilot study identifi ed 
that the fi brosarcoma cell line HT1080 is more susceptible to telomeric variant repeats occurrence, 
while normal late cells display higher levels dysfunctional telomeres, characterised by shorter TL and 
increased -H2AX presence. 
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RESUMO

Introdução: Telômeros disfuncionais são críticos para a saúde humana. Eles podem ser identifi cados 
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pelo seu comprimento, pela prevalência de variantes nas repetições teloméricas e pela frequência de 
danos localizados nos telômeros, marcados pela presença de -H2AX. Materiais e Métodos: Usando o 
ensaio de disfunção telomérica induzida (mTIF), esse estudo investigou a presença de TCAGGG, uma 
repetição telomérica variante, e sua associação com a repetição canônica (TTAGGG) em uma linhagem 
cancerígena (HT1080) e uma linhagem celular normal (MRC-5) humanas ao longo de um período (120 
dias). Resultados: Devido à parada do crescimento celular que acompanha a senescência, as células 
MRC-5 em estágio fi nal de duplicação de população (DP) apresentaram telômeros particularmente 
curtos quando comparadas às células HT1080 em qualquer estágio e à MRC-5 em estágio inicial 
de DP. Células cancerígenas exibiram elevados níveis da variante TCAGGG, tanto sozinha ou co-
localizada com a sequência canônica. As linhagens HT1080 e MRC-5 em estágio inicial tiveram níveis 
de -H2AX aumentados quando co-localizados à sequência canônica, à sequência variante, e às 
duas sequências combinadas, quando comparadas com MRC-5 em estágio fi nal. Conclusão: Este 
estudo piloto identifi cou que a linhagem de fi brossarcoma HT1080 é mais suscetível à ocorrência de 
variantes teloméricas, enquanto células normais em estágio fi nal exibem mais altos níveis de telômeros 
disfuncionais, indicados por telômeros mais curtos e presença aumentada de -H2AX. 

Palavras-chave: Telômeros; -H2AX; Ensaio De Disfunção Telomérica Induzida; Variantes Teloméricas; 
Senescência.

INTRODUCTION

Human telomeres are nucleoprotein structures composed mainly by the 5’-TTAGGG-3’ array 
repeats that terminates in a nucleotide overhang of the G-rich sequence1. Telomeres are associated to a 
six-protein complex called shelterin. The components of shelterin (TRF1, TRF2, POT1, TIN2, TPP1 and 
Rap1) specifi cally localize to telomeres and enables cells to distinguish chromosomes natural ends from 
DNA breaks, represses DNA repair reactions and regulates telomere maintenance mechanisms (TMM)2. 
Structurally, the 3’-overhang invades the duplex telomeric repeat forming telomere loops (t-loops), that 
sequestrates the chromosome end, providing protection of the telomeres by hiding them from DNA 
damage repair (DDR) machinery3,4. 

Telomeres represent an initial barrier against tumorigenesis as they shorten within each round of 
cell division, triggering cellular senescence5. However, as some cells are capable of bypass senescence, 
they can activate a TMM and become immortal. It has been shown that substantial or aberrant telomere 
loss can trigger cellular senescence, apoptosis, and/or genomic instability5-7. Therefore, telomere length 
(TL) has been actively investigated as a surrogate for oncogenesis indication and human ageing. 
Although TL alone is an important indicative of human health, telomere dysfunction is aff ected by other 
factors that not only its length. Disruption of t-loops, interference with shelterin components required to 
its formation and maintenance, loss of the G-overhang itself, or critically short tracts of TTAGGGn can 
lead to telomere dysfunction8.

 In the recent years, literature has indicated that telomeres are not purely composed of the TTAGGG 
array9,10. The distal termini of telomeres comprise homogeneous arrays of the TTAGGG tract, whereas 
the most proximal 2-kb region contains a distribution of degenerate variants and canonical repeats8. 
Although is speculated that the structurally variant telomere-adjacent DNA regions vary depending on 
the chromosome end and cell type, their identity, abundance, extension, and distribution is still not fully 
characterised. Extremely short telomeres show higher arrangements of telomeric repeat variants, most 
likely due to a majority proportion of subtelomeric repeat elements present and t-loop loss11,12. 

The importance of understanding the frequency and the structure of the variant repeats at the 
telomeres is that, as shorter as the canonical repeats’ tracts are, the harder it is for the shelterin complex 
to properly bind to the telomeric region, compromising the t-loop formation, culminating in telomere 
deprotection2,8,12,13. To the date, only a few studies have investigated telomeric variants, and the ones 
that did it were focused on the potential diff erent variants occurrence between telomerase-positive and 
alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) cell lines9,10,14. Authors were able to show that cells that utilise 
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ALT generate variant repeats diff erently from the cells that utilise telomerase9,10. To our knowledge, this 
is the fi rst study investigating the prevalence of telomere dysfunction foci in telomeric variant repeats. 
We assessed the combination of those two patterns of telomere disturbance in both cancer and normal 
cell lines. Our pilot study identifi ed increased presence of variant telomeric repeats accompanied by 
higher levels of telomere damage in normal cells under senescence, surpassing the damages observed 
in cancer cells. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell culture

The cell line HT1080 was cultured and maintained in Dulbecco’s Modifi ed Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) 
(Gibco, Paisley, UK) with 10% of foetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37°C in 10% CO

2
. MRC-5 cell strain was 

cultured and maintained in alpha Dulbecco’s Modifi ed Eagle’s Medium (aDMEM) (Gibco, Paisley, UK) 
with 10% FBS at 37°C in 5% CO

2
. Cells were harvested with Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Paisley, UK) and 

pelleted for further DNA extraction or pelleted and resuspended for cytogenetic analysis, as described 
below.

Genomic DNA isolation

Genomic DNA was isolated using the QIAamp DNA Kit (Qiagen, Marylan, USA), following the 
manufacturer’s protocol. DNA concentration and quality were assessed by NanoDrop™ ND-2000 
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientifi c, Norwood, Australia).

Telomere length measurement

Telomere real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed relative to a 
single copy gene, HBG, as previously described15. Briefl y, a standard curve was established using 
a human genomic DNA (gDNA, Roche, Mannheim, Germany). Final qPCR reactions consisted of 
2x PowerUpTM SYBRTM Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Mulgrave, Australia); 500 nM of 
telomere primers forward and reverse or 300 nM and 500 nM of HBG primers forward and reverse, 
respectively; and 5 ng of DNA. The telomere primers sequences used in this study were: F: 5’- CGG 
TTT GTT TGG GTT TGG GTT TGG GTT TGG GTT TGG GTT -3’ and R: 5’ – GGC TTG CCT TAC CCT 
TAC CCT TAC CCT TAC CCT TAC CCT – 3’, while the HBG primers were: F: 5’- GCT TCT GAC ACA 
ACT GTG TTC ACT AGC -3’ and R: 5’ – CAC CAA CTT CAT CCA CGT TCA CC -3’15.  Results were 
expressed relative to U-2 OS cell line DNA and presented as telomere/single copy gene ratio (T/S ratio; 
arbitrary units). Experiments were carried out in a QuantStudioTM 5 Real-Time PCR System (Applied 
Biosystems, Mulgrave, Australia) and analysed using QuantStudioTM Design and Analysis Desktop 
Software (Applied Biosystems, Mulgrave, Australia). 

Metaphase telomere dysfunction-induced foci (mTIF) assay 

Immunofl uorescence and telomere fl uorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) were performed on 
metaphase spreads of HT1080 and MRC-5 cells, following the protocol described by Rai and Chang16. 
Cultured cells were treated with 20 ng/mL of KaryoMAX™ Colcemid™ solution (Thermo Scientifi c, 
Norwood, Australia) for 2 hours, harvested using Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Paisley, UK), and resuspended 
in KCl-trisodium citrate buff er. Cell solution was cytocentrifuged onto microscope glass slides at 450 xg 
for 10min, fi xed with 4% formaldehyde in 1x PBS, permeabilised in KCM buff er, and blocked with 100 µg/
mL of DNase-free RNase A (Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, Australia). The glass slides were incubated with 
-H2AX primary antibody (Cat n. 2893, Abcam, Cambridge, England), washed with 1x PBST, incubated 
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with Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibody (Cat n. A32790, Invitrogen, Norwood, Australia), and washed 
again with 1x PBST. Subsequently, the slides were dehydrated in a graded ethanol series (70%, 90%, 
100%) for 3min each, followed by an incubation with the combination of the canonical and variant 
PNA telomeric probes (TAMRA-OO-KKK(TTAGGG)  and FAM-OO-(TCAGGG) ; Panagene, Daejeon, 
South Korea). The incubation included a 3min step at 80° followed by hybridisation at room temperature 
overnight. Slides were then washed in 70% (v/v) formamide and 10mM Tris and with 50mM Tris, 150mM 
NaCl and 0.08% (v/v) Tween-20, rinsed in deionized water and air dried. Slides were fi nally mounted 
in ProLongTM Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA), imaged on a Zeiss Axio 
Imager microscope at 63x and analysed with Zen v2.3 Pro software (Carl Zeiss, North Ryde, Australia).

Statistical analysis

Graphs and statistical analysis were generated using GraphPad Prism v8.4.3. Normality of data 
was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Normally distributed data was analysed using two-
sided Student’s t-test, while the two-sided Mann-Whitney test was performed on data assumed to be 
non-normally distributed. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically signifi cant. Further details of 
statistical analyses are provided in the fi gure legends.

RESULTS

This study assessed the telomere biology profi le of a cancer cell line and a normal cell strain 
overtime. HT1080 is a fi brosarcoma cell line, that utilises telomerase as TMM17. MRC-5 is a normal 
human fi broblast cell strain that lacks a TMM, leading to telomere attrition18.

The HT1080 cell line was cultivated for 80 days, in which cells went from 22 population doublings 
(PD) to 101 PDs (Figure 1A,B). As a normal cell strain, MRC-5 cells grow slower than cancer cells, and 
to achieve a senescence period, they require a longer growing period5,18. They were cultivated for 120 
days, going from PD 20 to PD 50 only (Figure 1C,D). To confi rm the senescence triggering, we stained 
the MRC-5 cells in both early (PD20) and late (PD50) stages with β-galactosidase (β-gal), a marker of 
cellular senescence19 (Figure 1E,F). Senescence was visually confi rmed by both low cell confl uency 
and blue staining (Figure E) and by β-gal cell-stained counting (Figure 1F). From the 200 cells scored 
for each MRC-5 early and late PDs, only 3% were stained with β-gal in the early stage, while 91% were 
stained with β-gal in the late stage (p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney test).

Next, we assessed telomere length (TL) by qPCR in both HT1080 and MRC-5 cells in early and 
late PDs (Figure 2). There was no signifi cant diff erence of TL between HT1080 early and late PDs (p = 
0.391; Student’s t-test), but both stages of HT1080 had shorter TL than MRC-5 early PD (p < 0.05 for 
both HT1080 PDs; Student’s t-test), and longer than MRC-5 late PD (p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 for HT1080 
early and late PDs, respectively; Student’s t-test). The telomere dynamics overtime in MRC-5 denotes 
the normal telomere attrition rates, until senescence triggering (Figure 2). Due to cell growth arrest that 
accompanies cellular senescence (Figure 1 C, D), MRC-5 late PD shows particularly short TL (Figure 2) 
when compared to HT1080 in any stage and to MRC-5 early PD (p < 0.0001; Student’s t-test).
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Figure 1. Characterisation of the cell lines utilized in this study. (A) Cell growth and population doublings for 
HT1080; (B) Representative images of HT1080 cell line in the day 20 and day 80 (last day) of cell culture; (C) Cell 
growth and population doublings for MRC-5 cell strain; (D) Representative images of MRC-5 normal cell strain 
in the day 20 and day 120 (last day) of cell culture; (E) Representative images of MRC-5 fi broblasts stained with 
senescence associated -galatosidase at early (day 20) and late (day 120)population doublings; (F) Quantitation 
of -galatosidase staining in 200 cells for each MRC-5 population doublings.
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of telomere length measurement assessed by qPCR in HT1080 and MRC-5 cell lines in early 
and late population doublings (PD). Data presented as T/S ratio in arbitrary units (AU). Error bars are mean  SEM 
from n = 3 technical replicates from 3 independent experiments, *p < 0.05 and ****p < 0.0001 in relation to MRC-5 
early PD, ##p < 0.01 and ###p < 0.001 in relation to MRC-5 late PD. Student t-test. 

Finally, we used the mTIF assay to quantitatively measure telomere dysfunction in HT1080 and 
MRC-5 cells (Figure 3). The mTIF assay detects colocalization of telomeres and DNA damage response 
(DDR) markers, such as phosphorylated gamma-H2AX (y-H2AX) in TIFs16,20. Fig 3A is a representative 
image of the metaphases scored, and it shows the colocalization of -H2AX with the telomeric PNA 
probe that labels the variant sequence TCAGGG in metaphase spreads. For mTIF assay, the HT1080 
cell line was assessed only on its late PD, while MRC-5 cells were assessed for both early and late 
PDs. In average, the number of colocalization between -H2AX and TTAGGG was higher than all other 
combinations, while the lower was between -H2AX and both TTAGGG + TCAGGG together (Figure 
3B) for all cell lines and PDs analysed. Interestingly, when compared to MRC-5 early PD, HT1080 
and MRC-5 late PD showed increased average of -H2AX with TTAGGG (p <0.0001 and p <0.0001, 
respectively; Mann-Whitney test), with TCAGGG (p <0.0001 for both; Mann-Whitney test) and with 
combined TTAGGG + TCAGGG (p <0.0001 for both; Mann-Whitney test; Figure 3B). Moreover, the late 
PD of MRC-5 displayed a strikingly increased in colocalization of TIFs by at least 2.5-fold than MRC-
5 early (Figure 3B). In average, we observed 4.5 TIFs in TTAGGG metaphases, 4 TIFs in TCAGGG 
metaphases and 3.2 TIFs in TTAGGG + TCAGGG metaphases in MRC-5 late PD. In contrast, the 
next higher number of TIFs was observed in the TTAGGG metaphase of the HT1080 cell line, with an 
average of 2.5 (Figure 3B).

We also scored the average number of TCAGGG telomeric variant per metaphase, either found 
as a single signal at the end of the chromosomes or colocalised with the canonical sequence, TTAGGG 
(Figure 3C). No signifi cant diff erences were observed between the sample set for TCAGGG single 
signal. The average single TCAGGG was around 1.2 among HT1080, MRC-5 early and late PDs (Figure 
3C). We observed a signifi cant increase of TCAGGG colocalised to TTAGGG presence in HT1080 when 
compared to MRC-5 early PD (p <0.01; Mann-Whitney test) and late PD (p <0.05; Mann-Whitney test). 
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Figure 3. mTIF in HT1080 cell line and early and late population doublings (PD) of MRC-5 cell strain. (A)
Representative image of mTIF assay performed in HT1080 cell line stained with -H2AX immunofl uorescence 
(green), telomere FISH (orange) and DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 50m. Magnifi ed images show the colocalization of 
-H2AX with TCAGGG variant repeat. Scale bars: 5m and 2m. mTIFs are indicated by white arrows. (B) Average 
abundance of -H2AX colocalised to TTAGGG, TCAGGG and TTAGGG + TCAGGG combined for HT1080 and 
MRC-5 metaphases. Error bars are mean  SEM from n = at least 150 metaphases scored per cell line and stage. 
a p < 0.001 and b,c,e p < 0.0001 in relation to MRC-5 early PD under the same telomeric variant condition; d,f 
p < 0.0001 in relation to MRC-5 late PD under the same telomeric variant condition. Student t-test. (C) Average 
number of TCAGGG variant per metaphase, either scored as single signal or colocalised to TTAGGG. Error bars 
are mean  SEM from n = at least 150 metaphases scored per cell line and stage. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 in 
relation to HT1080 for TCAGGG colocalised to the canonical repeat. Student t-test.
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DISCUSSION

Telomere length plays an important role in senescence triggering. Evidence points out that both 
shortening and lengthening of telomeres are related to their variant repeats9,21. Furthermore, stable 
and homogeneous TL provides the substrate for shelterin access to telomeres, leading to the proper 
formation of stable t-loops3,4,11,12. Our pilot study investigated telomere dysfunction using the mTIF and 
FISH assays. We observed that normal senescent cells display highly dysfunctional telomeres, even 
when compared to a cancer cell line.

Telomere length has been shown to have a negative correlation with chronological age and is 
considered a substantial indicator of lifetime health22-24. We followed up a cancer cell line (HT1080) 
and a mortal cell strain (MRC-5) during 80 and 120 days, respectively. This approach allowed us to 
investigate telomere dynamic changes overtime in cells with normal telomere attrition rates, until the 
senescence triggering (approximately PD50)7, as evident by senescence associated β-galactosidase 
present in MRC-5 late PDs. Due to the cell growth arrest that accompanies cell senescence, MRC-5 
PD50 shows particularly short TL. Literature shows that the average TL loss per cell division in cells 
lacking TMM is approximately 70 bp/cell division22. The HT1080 fi brosarcoma cell line grew exponentially 
for 80 days, going from PD22 to PD 101, displaying a faster grow than the normal cell strain. The long 
culture period did not aff ect cells confl uency as well. Moreover, there was no signifi cant diff erences for 
TL between HT1080 early and late PDs. This highlights at least four out of the six known hallmarks of 
cancer: resisting cell death, sustaining proliferative signalling, evading growth suppressors and enabling 
replicative immortality25.

Until recently, the TTAGGG canonical repeat had been considered the only characteristic sequence 
of the telomeric region. The most proximal 2-kb region of human telomeres, i.e., nearly invasion to 
the subtelomeric region, contains a random distribution of variants and canonical repeats. They are 
in linkage disequilibrium and have evolved along haploid lineages2,26. Although the distal ends of the 
chromosome comprise homogeneous arrays of TTAGGG sequence, recent evidence point out that 
the variant repeats can occur throughout the distal ends as well, particularly due to genomic instability, 
homologous recombination at telomeres, and senescence triggering2,7,9,10,12. Dysfunctional telomeres 
are the fi rst step to carcinogenesis5.

We used the FISH assay along with mTIF to identify potential frequencies of the variant TCAGGG 
colocalised to the TTAGGG canonical repeats versus the frequency of TTAGGG alone. Sequence 
variants are supposedly added along with the canonical sequence, as cells would be under signifi cantly 
DNA damage and most likely display massive cell death if only variants were incorporated10,14. Yet, we 
observed the occurrence of only TCAGGG in our sample set, although in a much lower ratio than when 
colocalised to TTAGGG. A study from 2012 also observed a higher number of variants in both ALT and 
telomerase positive cell lines. In fact, only around 55% of all telomeric sequence were composed by the 
canonical sequence, while the remaining was distributed among diff erent variant types10. Kim et al.14 
observed revoking of telomeres in mouse ALT cells with non-telomeric sequences. Noteworthy, we did 
not include any ALT cell line in our study, only a telomerase positive one (HT1080), which is a limitation 
of the current study. HT1080 cells displayed higher average of TTAGGG/TCAGGG colocalization than 
both MRC-5 early and late PDs. Moreover, the relative lower canonical sequence purity observed in 
MRC-5 cell strains, particularly in PD50, agrees with the known increase in telomeric variant repeats 
due to senescence27,28.

The increase in telomere sequence variants is associated with disruption of shelterin components, 
particularly TRF2 and POT1, which also increases the occurrence of TIFs2,4,29,30. The deletion of POT1 
and TRF2 activates DDR in telomeres through two diff erent pathways: while TRF2 engages ATM, POT1 
depletion activates the ATR pathway. TIFs also occur under p-53 mediated cellular arrest, induction of 
nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ)-dependent end-to-end chromosome fusions, among others20,31-33. 
All those situations recruit -H2AX to telomeres2.
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This study identifi ed the occurrence of -H2AX at the chromosome ends of HT180 cell line with no 
diff erences between colocalised to TTAGGG, to TCAGGG or to both sequences together. In terminally-
diff erentiated tissues of old primates, DDR markers accumulate at telomeres which are not critically 
short34, as in the case of HT1080 observed here. On the opposite, MRC-5 early PD had signifi cant 
lower levels of -H2AX in all colocalizations combinations and of TCAGGG variant repeats, either alone 
or colocalised to the canonical sequence. Linear telomeric DNA of normal cells induces a prolonged 
checkpoint, being not uniformly repaired. Telomeric tracts, if damaged, are irreparable and can trigger 
persistent DDR and cellular senescence34. The striking observation of this pilot study comes from this 
concept: late PD MRC-5 cell displayed a signifi cant increase average of TIFs per metaphase in relation to 
early MRC-5 cells and to HT1080. This data is consistent with literature showing spontaneous telomere 
dysfunction in normal human cells, in which the presence of only fi ve TIFs indicates the onset of cellular 
senescence7. MRC-5 PD50 exhibited markers of replicative senescence, including cell growth arrest, 
altered cell morphology, increased numbers of β-galactosidase-positive cells and telomere shortening.

An enabling characteristic of the hallmarks of cancers is genome instability and mutations. Genomic 
instability at telomeres can lead to the loss of the telomeric repeats more rapidly than just normal 
senescence25 and to the recruitment of DDR factors to the telomeres. This pilot study showed that 
normal cells with dysfunctional telomeres display characteristics of senescence triggering, as expected, 
but that some of them (i.e., DNA damage at telomeres) are even more pronounced than in cancer cells. 
We also identifi ed that although late normal cells have more telomeric dysfunctional, cancer cells, i.e., 
a fi brosarcoma, are more susceptible to telomeric variants occurrence. We acknowledge that further 
studies are needed to confi rm our fi ndings, and especially, studies including ALT cells and diff erent 
normal strains cells as well.
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